
Common Formative Assessment: Using Data to Inform and Improve Our Practice: Part 3 
 
Project Description 
 
In general, the PDIG Project was carried out as planned with three exceptions: 
Day 1: Dr. Lynn Senecal presented a SoundPrints workshop introducing and /or reviewing the 
complementary resources and organizational structures available to teachers through the Shapes of Mind 
website.   The science focus of the materials for discussing, reading, and writing as well as the resources 
that support assessment and differentiation in instructional planning linked directly to the PDIG goals. 
 
Day 3: The PDIG team participated in a professional development workshop with Dr. Barrie Bennett.  The 
purpose of the workshop was to support professional learning with regard to instructional processes that 
most effectively invoke critical thinking. Dr. Bennett addressed strategies, tactics, and skills that were also 
included as focal points in the PDIG. 
 
The third modification to the project was the cancellation of the visit to a model classroom.  Due to 
scheduling conflicts, the anticipated visit could not be arranged; however, videos from two NFSB model 
classrooms were used and proved to be, possibly, more effective.  The briefing, viewing, and debriefing 
were completed one step at a time; for example, the PWIM strategy was reviewed: the lesson theme was 
presented and the viewing purpose established, the strategy was viewed, and the discussion and debriefing 
of the strategy completed the activity. Using the videos may have provided for a more focused discussion 
and an enhanced learning opportunity.   Smaller modifications were made to the original plans as a result of 
reflections on the part of the facilitators at the end of each day concerning what topics needed to be 
revisited and / or extended.    
 
Teachers participating in the PDIG met over four days scheduled in September, October, February, and 
April.   Guest speakers facilitated sessions on two of the days.  Both of the speakers, Dr. Lynn Senecal and 
Dr. Barrie Bennett, presented instructional structures and practices that move instruction and learning 
forward and which support teaching for transfer in our bilingual school settings.  
 
Each of the four-day sessions was dedicated to the introduction and / or review of skills, strategies, and 
tactics that directly support classroom management, organizing for effective group work, effective 
instructional practices, and promote learning in the classroom.  On Day 1, Dr. Lynn Senecal presented a 
training session focused on the inclusion in the classroom of the complementary SoundPrints resources that 
are available to teachers of both ELA and FSL.  Elements of word study, reading, writing, and speaking 
were linked based on science contexts and themes.  Various SoundPrints resources were modeled and 
explained including a 6-day planner as an organizational structure for teaching, learning, and assessment.   
 
The workshop with Dr. Bennett on Day 3 strongly supported the theme of effective instructional practices 
that support the development of critical thinking; therefore, directly applied to the work in which our PDIG 
team was engaged. The instructional practices that were selected and explored can be used across subject 
domains and in either language of instruction.  
 
Inherent in the organization of the four workshop days, was the opportunity for teachers to engage in 
professional reading regarding the skills, tactics, and strategies that then were introduced and explored 
through modeled, guided, and independent practice. Discussion, sharing and planning for instruction 
followed each presentation and teachers were requested to use the tactics/ strategies in their classrooms and 
plan to share work samples, feedback, and /or questions at the next session.  Instructional practices that 
were explored over the course of the four days included: use of Bloom’s taxonomy, Wait Time, Placemat, 
Think Pair Share, Framing Questions, modeled Morning Messages, Cloze activity, surveys, 5 types of 
writing (modeled, shared, interactive, guided, independent), Concept Formation, Concept Attainment, 
Ghost Walk, Venn Diagrams, Picture Word Inductive Model, One Stay / One Stray, KWL, and 
Cooperative Structures such as Jig Saw.   
 
Planning for instruction using data collected from the Common Formative (Writing) Assessments was 
another focus of the PDIG.  Teachers worked in collaboration with a teaching partner to review the data 
and to begin to organize for writing instruction according to the needs of the students.  Following the 
introduction and practice of each instructional model during the various workshops, teacher teams were 
asked to reflect upon and consider how each of the instructional practices could be used effectively in their 
classrooms. The workshop with L. Senecal also comprised methods for data collection and organizers to 
help plan for instruction that included gathering evidence of learning.  



 
Project Goals 
 
The goal of the project was to use assessment data collected through the Common Formative (Writing) 
Assessment to inform and plan for instruction and learning. Intrinsic to the essential goal was the 
identification of other critical goals that needed to be understood, explored, and developed. The following 
goals were the focus of each of the workshops: 

• Speaking, reading, and writing competencies are developed through the close alignment of one 
with the other 

• Opportunities to develop literacy through speaking, reading, and writing are across all domains 
• When learning opportunities parallel and support one another in the bilingual setting, transfer of 

skills and consistency of instruction supports student engagement and moves learning forward.  
Time for constructing shared understandings regarding effective instruction and for collaboration 
and planning with a teaching partner will advance this process  

• Broadening the repertoire of effective instructional skills, tactics, and strategies that each teacher 
understands and applies creates greater opportunities for collaborative, authentic, and engaging 
learning experiences for students 

 
The degree to which these goals were met was evident in the reflections that teachers wrote at the 
conclusion of Day 4.   Teachers agreed that, while some strategies were more complex, all of the 
instructional practices that had been introduced during the sessions were effective building blocks for 
students’ learning.  The consensus was that the various tactics and strategies provided more opportunities 
for talk and discussion in a safe environment where students would be more willing to take risks.  Teachers 
indicated that the instructional activities they had tried were authentic, enjoyable, and had engaged all of 
their students.  Furthermore, teachers felt that the instructional practices enabled student movement in the 
classroom; expected students to use higher level thinking; and supported both independent and cooperative 
work.  All agreed that the implementation of the instructional practices would support inclusion and 
differentiation.  With the development of pre-writing opportunities for talk, reading, and writing, students 
approach writing assignments with greater confidence.  The development of ideas and vocabulary to 
support those ideas as well as a greater understanding of conventions of print were all identified as benefits 
to instructional practices.  
 
By inviting teacher partners to participate in the PDIG and with the three subject consultants planning and 
facilitating the sessions, the goals of providing for transfer of skills between languages and developing 
literacy across the subject domains were supported.  To continue their work, it is essential that teachers 
have common time in their schedules to enable planning for instruction as a team.   
 
The goal of exploring software that supports writing was not achieved.  With the need to ensure sufficient 
time to develop the goals previously listed and expecting that participants would not only experience the 
instructional practice but also plan to implement it, there was insufficient time to explore technology 
related to writing.  
 
Outcomes 
 
As indicated in their written reflections, teachers described the gains they had made with respect to the 
variety of skills, strategies, and tactics that they understand and will select to implement in the classroom. 
The changes in instructional practices will provide greater opportunities for talk to occur, for reading and 
writing skills to develop, and will actively engage students in meaningful and authentic learning situations.  
Each of the various practices naturally creates opportunities for transfer of learning to develop across 
languages and subject domains thus creating greater instructional consistency for students.  Finally, the 
implementation of highly effective instructional practices provides for an environment where instruction is 
differentiated, where critical thinking is expected, and which supports success for all students in an 
inclusive classroom.   
Reinvestment 
 
Using the assessment data that is collected and in discussion with a teaching partner, it is anticipated that 
teacher teams will have an expanded repertoire of instructional skills, tactics, and strategies to consider 
when planning for instruction and learning.  Within each Cycle and across all Cycles, capacity among 
teacher teams in all of our elementary schools has been built by having them participate in PDIGs (over a 
period of three years, one cycle at a time) with the same common outcome:  to develop common language 
and construct understandings of effective instructional practices with the goal of improving writing.  



Professional conversations and sharing at all Cycles and across languages should be enhanced in the 
schools as teachers meet in PLCs, as a staff, across Cycles, or within a Cycle team to discuss and plan for 
instruction.   When teachers at all Cycles share instructional understandings, have a common language, and 
broaden classroom practices, we have increased our capacity as a community to reach all learners.  
 
Tactics / Strategies 
 
Below are some examples of tactics and strategies included in the PDIG days.  Each tactic and 
strategy was either explained or read about from a professional reading handout, modeled, and 
practiced in the workshop using authentic learning situations; for example, magnetic materials 
compared to non- magnetic materials.  
 
Picture Word Inductive Method 
This strategy is one that crosses all domains and is a building block to vocabulary and concept 
development.  The steps, provided below, need to be followed in order to provide opportunities 
for discussion, concept formation; for example, sorting nouns /verbs, shared writing and 
concluding with independent writing.  Once teachers use the strategy, they find that, in their 
words: 

• The strategy benefits all students. 
• There are significant opportunities for transfer of learning between ELA and FSL as 

students may work with the same picture but have different expectations for outcomes; 
for example, one class writes non-fiction text while the other class writes narrative 

• PWIM is engaging.  Kids enjoy and are engaged in the activities.  The activities are 
authentic. 

• Following all 10 steps of the PWIM process is very important. 
• Students are involved in vocabulary development.  
• PWIM crosses all grades. 
• PWIM provides the building blocks for vocabulary development, reading, and the 

development of writing skills. Following the process ensures confidence and growth in 
the various skills.  
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Steps of the PWIM 

1. Select a picture pertinent to the theme / topic to be explored. The picture should be placed 
in the classroom at viewing level for a day or two previous to  “shaking out” the 
vocabulary. 

2. Ask students to identify what they see in the picture. 
3. Label the picture parts identified. (Draw a line from the identified object or area, say the 

word, write the word; ask students to spell the word aloud and then to pronounce it.) 
4. Read and review the picture word chart aloud. 
5. Ask students to read the words (using the lines on the chart if necessary) and to classify 

the words into a variety of groups. Identify common concepts (e.g., beginning 
consonants, rhyming words) to emphasize with the whole class. 

6. Read and review the picture word chart (say the word, spell it, say it again). 



7. Classify the words into groups:  For example, concept formation: sort nouns and verbs 
then determine what category may need to be developed further.  Add words, if desired, 
to the picture word chart and to the word banks.   

8. Lead students into creating a title for the picture word chart. Ask students to think about 
the information on the chart and what they want to say about it. (Finding the main idea.) 

9. Ask students to generate a sentence, sentences, or a paragraph about the picture word 
chart. Ask students to classify sentences; model putting the sentences into a paragraph 
(sequencing).  Work first as small groups or with partners then independently. 

10. Read and review the sentences and paragraphs. 

1. Choisir une photo, une affiche/but d’apprentissage 
2. Demander aux élèves d’identifier ce qu’ils voient sur l’affiche 
3. Identifier avec une ligne les mots donnés par les élèves 
4. Lire et revisiter les mots 
5. Demander aux élèves de lire les mots et de classer les mots 
6. Lire et revisiter les mots 
7. Ajouter des mots 
8. Amener les élèves a créer un titre pour l’affiche 
9. Demander aux élèves de créer des phrases pour ensuite créer un paragraphe. 
10. Relire les phrases et les paragraphes 

 
Students working independently to develop a PWIM – modified application of strategy 
 

 
 
 
 
To introduce the PWIM strategy, teachers were invited to view and discuss a variety of pictures 
during a Gallery Walk.  Using Post Its, teachers identified ideas / teaching points that could be 
developed using the PWIM strategy.   Teachers were then asked to select images / pictures that 
would fit with their classroom work as a homework assignment.  Comments/questions and 



discussion that were addressed relative to the strategy included the importance of following all of 
the steps of the strategy and of how it can be used across the domains. 
 
 
Gallery Walk and an example of the identification of teaching points related to the image 
 

 
 
 
Placemat:  
Small groups, 2, 3, or 4, work together on piece of paper, divided according to the number of 
students, with a place in the middle or at the top that is space for summarizing ideas.   
 
A video was shown, from classroom practice, of students working with a dictation using the 
Placemat tactic.  Students first wrote a sentence then passed papers to the right and rewrote the 
same sentence.  The process was repeated two more times and students then discussed together to 
establish the correct spelling of each word.  The group decision regarding the final sentence was 
posted.  As the papers passed from student to student, children were invited to review the 
sentence(s) and to edit their writing accordingly.  Teachers’ feedback included: 

• Placemat is a confidence booster 
• Requires cooperation 
• Supports differentiation 
• Provides students with a format to reflect on their work through self-evaluation 
• Reinforces writing strategies 
• Provides data for formative assessment 
• Is an authentic learning situation 
• Promotes talk as students discuss, explain, and / or defend choices - peer coaching as 

students explain their writing decisions or understanding of spelling rules / grammar 
points to one another 

 
 
 
Venn Diagrams 
 
This graphic organizer is at the analysis level of Bloom’s Taxonomy and asks students to 
consider how things are the same and how they are different.  Beginning from the earliest grades 
in school, students can work with Venn Diagrams using manipulatives and or text.  Again, 



transfer between languages is supported and engagement in authentic learning experiences 
occurs.  Teachers also find that this tactic, as in all of the tactics and strategies addressed in the 
PDIG, talk in the classroom was a significant factor in the learning process. 
 
An example of the development of a Venn diagram 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Concept Attainment  
Teachers were presented with opportunities to practice the strategy during the workshops and 
were asked to use the strategy in their classrooms.  Clarifying the strategy by using participants to 
develop a data set helped to scaffold the understanding of the concept. 
 
This strategy has three steps: 

1. Presentation of data (Yes / No examples of the concept) and identification of the concept 
(focus statement)  

2. Sharing of hypothesis and thinking in order to confirm the attainment of the concept 
3. Application and extending thinking about the concept – connect to the learning outcome 

 
Teachers’ feedback: 

• Using manipulatives (including teachers/ children) involves the kinesthetic and scaffolds 
the understanding the data set 

• Engages the students as the strategy is game-like 
• Supports math and problem solving 
• Supports language development; for example, sentences and non-sentences 
• Supports students working both independently and collaboratively 
• Provides opportunities for formative assessment 



• Can be used in all subjects, helps to introduce and master concepts 
• Expects higher level thinking - Bloom’s Taxonomy 
• Supports talk 

 
Tactics to support talk: 
  
Think Pair Share ‘ Framing questions 
Emphasized the need to allow wait time for students to formulate thoughts then share with a 
partner.  Ask: What are you and your partner thinking? 
 
Teacher’s Feedback: 

• Individual accountability as students think then share 
• Creates safe classroom environment for discussions 

 
One Stay / One Stray 
Students are provided a task and work in partners to complete a task; e.g. concept formation task.  
The teacher indicates – two different colored stickers, for example, which student will stay to 
explain to other students the partners’ thinking while the other student strays to listen to other 
teams thinking about the task.   
 
Teacher’s Feedback: 

• Simple and easy to implement 
• Greater opportunity for talk in the classroom 
• Opportunities to hear other opinions / points of view 

 
In general, teachers concluded that the tactics and strategies that were the focus of the PDIG 
supported a safe learning environment in which students were willing to take risks, to make 
errors, and to learn together in collaboration with one another. 
 


